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Pesticide Ban Update

Mowing Care

Montgomery County has legislated to regulate the use of pesticides on private
property. This would include all companies and even homeowners from using a
pesticide on their lawn for cosmetic purposes. The law was passed in 2015 but the
green industry was successful with their appeal to get the law overturned in 2017.
You may have heard in the news recently that the county has recently won their
appeal and the law is now set to go into effect. As of now, no guidelines or timelines
have been provided by the county. But before that happens the green industry is
looking into different options to try to delay or appeal the ruling again. So as of
now, things will continue as we always have, using pesticides when necessary but
utilizing IPM strategies and minimizing the use of pesticides when we can. We will
keep you posted of any new developments.

Mowing is a very important aspect of
lawn care. In order to make sure the mower
blade is sharp, homeowners who mows their
own lawn should sharpen the blade at least
twice a year. We change the blades that we use
two to three times a week. A dull blade will
tear the grass, which makes the grass more
susceptible to disease. Make sure that the lawn
is mowed regularly. In the spring, that means
at least once week. Only one-third of the grass
blade should be removed with each mowing,
meaning that the mower should be set to mow
at 2.5 inches - 3 inches. The lawn can be
mowed a little shorter in the spring, but make
sure the height is raised (3.5 inches) once
temperatures get into the upper 80’s and 90’s
in the next few weeks.

Current Condition of Lawns
During the last 12 months in this area, we have received over 71” of rain. This
is almost twice as much as we usually get. All the rain has various problems in
lawns throughout the area. There are lawns that have experienced new erosion
issues due to the excessive rainfall, broadleaf weeds were in abundance early this
Spring and the cold temperatures in March slowed our progress in treating them.
Hopefully, the rains will subside, and we will only get typical amounts of rain this
summer.

Rowland will be competing in the
Golf Decathlon this June. The Decathlon is
an one day charity golf event that
includes ten 18-hole rounds. Yes, 180
holes! This event has raised over $20,000
each year with only about 10 competitors.
The charity this year is FIGHT 4 Diabetes
Cure. Please go to this link if you are
interested in making a donation to
support this cause.
https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/
form/R2dh1vUaklW0ne5teYciwb

Annual Bluegrass
Annual bluegrass is a type of grass that grows in this area around
mid to late April, depending upon the weather. This is a low growing
grass that goes to seed at a height of 2"- 3”. Since most lawns in this
area are tall fescue grass and are mowed at a recommended height of
3”, the seed heads of annual bluegrass do not get mowed. They remain
in the lawn and are often mistaken for a weed. After a few weeks the
annual bluegrass will stop going to seed and it will blend in with the
existing tall fescue. There is no selective control for annual bluegrass.
The only way to control it is to kill off everything around where the
plant is growing.

If you missed a previous newsletter, look on our website.
Previous editions are posted for your reference.

